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Theory of Peer Learning

Vygotsky’s social constructivism (Williams and Reddy, 2016)
The success of peer learning depends on social interactions between 
students and a shared culture of knowledge –‘hot knowledge’ 

Arthurs & Templeton (2009)
In large lecture groups, student outcomes are best when
lectures are interactive and follow up work is individual. 

This improves their attitude towards learning, as well as 
their understanding of content.
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Learning occurs in the social interactions with peers = transference of ‘hot knowledge’. Then, consolidate it individually after lecture (reflection + thinking time)



Aim: To make large lectures more interactive, improving engagement 

Large lecture 
theatres are hard 
for academics to 

circulate 

It’s hard to 
incorporate active 
learning into large 

lecture groups

Lectures with 
200+ 

students Poor layout 
design 

(acoustics, 
walkways)

Academics 
eager to 

incorporate 
active 

learning

Lecture theatres were divided into zones and assigned to mentors

Scenario
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Problem – large lectures of over 200  disengagement, poor lecture room layout (lecturer couldn’t reach areas of room easily)What we wanted to achieveHow we addressed it



Aim: To make large lectures more interactive, improving engagement 

Trial in Criminology:

• Duration: 10 weeks 
• KU policy of paying students mentors 

(LLW)
• 1 hour prep
• Mentoring 

• 2 mentors per zone, 1 floating mentor
• Academic Champions: ML & lecturer
• Briefing via email
• Debriefing in person
• Office hours for questions
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Key considerations for success

• Meet with Module Leader to: 
 Understand their requirements
 Build a relationship
 Set expectations 

• Build a strong schedule 
Ask mentors for availability beforehand (Box)
Consistency mentors assigned to zones 
Visit lecture theatre for layout

• Training
Working with the lecturer, not against
Blooms taxonomy 
Reengaging students
Presence & Voice
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Requirements – Weeks when required, supported on Trip etc.Expectations – brief/debrief mentors, send slides at least 48 hours before session, office hours for mentors to ask Qs on upcoming material



Student and lecturer experience

Learners: Mentors:
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Learner benefits – Mentor benefits – employability Lecturers perspective:



Lessons Learnt

• Be organised with the scheduling admin 
Set ground rules with mentors e.g. inform us if they swap a shift
‘Live’ schedule

• Over recruit & talk to timetabling 
• Give mentors tasks for preparation time 
e.g. prepare questions using Blooms, knowledge mindmap, Mentimeter quiz
• Training:
SEND awareness
Procedure for letting lecturer know if a student is struggling 

• Greater CPD may be required to embed ‘active learning’ and gain buy-in 
from academics



Moving online…

Mentors assigned to 
‘Breakout rooms’ for online 

lectures, supporting 
interactive teaching

Mentor led online sessions, 
focusing on applying learning 
interactively (not re-teaching)

Mentors replying to ‘chat box’ 
questions/requests for help whilst 

lecture is occurring online

Creating interactive 
resources to use during 

lectures 
e.g. Mentimeter quizzes 
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